T

he usual early warning signs of looming medical problems
are pains, symptoms and the body's
loss of ability to heal itself.

It is well documented that pain left unmanaged, can lead to a decline in health, reduce mobility and
increase social isolation.
It is equally well known that many pain sufferers in particular, end up being over-medicated and
under-treated, because their treatment deals with blocking pain signals to the brain (the symptom),
rather than dealing with the problem at a cellular level (the cause).
The cause of pain, which is generally due to impaired cell function, is the area of treatment that
AcuScen helps with. This same principle applies to wound and stress conditions.
Now you have the chance to give yourself an opportunity to enjoy life again, take control of your
life with AcuScen treatments that work to complement your body's immune system, employing
clinically proven technology to bring you lasting relief.
In this type of occurrence, the body may need
help to enable it to maintain the necessary
levels of cell activity.

Good Cell function is vital
The human body relies on a healthy cell network to
avoid poor circulation, declining performance,
premature ageing and degenerative diseases.
Normal cell functioning and energy levels can be
achieved with the use of electrical pulses that
actively stimulate metabolism in cells, increase
oxygen absorption and accelerate the removal of
toxic chemicals and waste. This empowers the body
to recover its self-healing capabilities.
Almost all illness is the result of impaired cellular
function. A healthy cell operates at a voltage
between 70-110mV in order to produce ATP
molecules (Adenosine Triphosphate), which are
vital for a healthy body.

This in turn helps to reduce pain and
inflammation, actively encouraging the
healing process, reducing stress-induced pain
and discomfort that traumas or wear and tear
inevitably bring.

Innovative, portable health
management without side effects

With an AcuScen treatment, an electrical pulse
simulates the natural electrical pulses of the body
restoring cellular function. Real time bio-feedback
ensures the pulse parameters are modified to reflect
changes in the body during treatment.
When someone suffers a trauma or illness of any
kind then cell function is compromised to varying
levels, depending on the overall fitness and health
of the individual concerned.
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What AcuScen does
Influences cell behaviour by inducing electrical changes around and within the cell wall membrane
by penetrating body tissue with pre-programmed electrical pulse therapy controlled by software
algorithms delivered through electrodes placed on the skin. The resulting improved blood supply
increases oxygen pressure, which activates and regenerates cells.

How AcuScen works
AcuScen therapy encourages your body's self-healing capabilities by enhancing the efficiency of
introducing essential chemicals and proteins into the blood stream, simultaneously increasing the
oxygen content of your blood to help transport these vital ingredients to combat all manner of
physical problems, with a gentle, non-invasive, painless therapy.

Extra Benefits
AcuScen therapy also encourages production of natural antioxidants to hamper and even stop the
process of free radicals proliferation within the body. Free radicals are dangerous and can cause
serious damage to your health as they cause almost all major diseases if unchecked.
AcuScen therapy has a ripple effect that activates biological processes in the body which will work
on your health problem for the next 24 hours.
As there are no known side effects, it is safe to use the product for up to 40 minuets with a gap of a
minimum of three hours between treatments.
Some precautions should be taken if you are pregnant and do not use if you have implanted
electrical equipment such as a pacemaker.
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It is now well known that variable frequencies are needed to penetrate different layers of skin and
tissue for deep problems.
With AcuScen electrical pulse therapy the number of pulses in a block is known as depth, the
number of blocks per second is known as frequency. When the problem is deep inside the skin or
muscle a variable depth and variable frequency is needed to stimulate the different layers. With
AcuScen this is known as Double Variable (Dvar) mode. The double variable mode is also used on
acupuncture points or can be stroked along meridians to give an AcuScen massage.
Over the last thirty years, extensive research by medical doctors and practitioners world wide have
developed effective treatment protocols for all manner of conditions.
AcuScen features real time bio-feedback. Readings can be taken to assist in determining the exact
treatment area and indicate when a treatment is complete. With suitable training a therapist can
make these adjustments, for self treatment these settings are adjusted automatically in Auto mode.
AcuScen is safe, non-invasive, drug free treatment for pain relief using proven technology to assist
with cell function helping the body to heal itself.

AcuScen protocol for Localised Pain Relief
a)
b)
c)
d)

Locate the most painful area. This becomes the centre point of treatment.
Place the AcuScen electrode on this point.
Change positions when the AcuScen signals an end to treatment.
Work over the adjacent area in the pattern.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is AcuScen?
AcuScen is a portable health management device, delivering electrical pulse therapy that can be
used by consumers, health care professionals and therapists.

Why should I use AcuScen?
AcuScen has a unique set of features to treat a wide variety of health conditions. Bio-Feedback,
variable Frequency and variable Depth.

What does AcuScen stand for?
Adaptive Compact Universal Self Correcting Electro Neuro-Stimulator

How does AcuScen work on the body?
AcuScen delivers electrical pulses similar to the body's own natural pulses to help normalise cell
function. AcuScen treatments can have vigorous biological effects that may be beneficial for a wide
range of conditions.
Who can apply AcuScen therapy?
The science and technology that make AcuScen work is very complicated and has taken decades to
develop. However the application of a treatment remains straight forward and can be used by
consumers, health care professionals and therapists. To avoid cross-infection the electrodes should
be cleaned before and after use with sterets.

Does AcuScen treatments cause any side effects?
No, however some precautions should be taken if you are pregnant and do not use if you have
implanted electrical equipment such as a pacemaker.

Are AcuScen treatments painful?
You should only feel a gentle tingling sensation as a confidence booster that treatment is underway.
As this is a therapy that supports your body's natural functions, plenty of water should be taken
before and after treatments. With all therapies of this type you may experience a 'healing crises'
where the condition seems to get worse, this will soon pass.

Is there a maximum time limit for an AcuScen treatment?
It is safe to use the product for up to 40 minuets with a gap of a minimum of three hours between
treatments. It is also recommended not to drive for ten minuets after a treatment.

Does AcuScen have the CE mark?
AcuScen has undergone extensive trials. The product has the CE mark and has a certificate of
conformity from the British Standards Institute number CE 547521, meeting the requirements of
council directive 93/42/EEC, Annex IV, Section 4 for electrical stimulator's for pain relief.
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The usual early warning signs of looming medical problems are pains,
symptoms and the body's loss of ability to heal itself.

AcuScen Power Treatments that beat pain

Variable Intensity
Variable Frequencies
Constant Results

Improved from the popular TENS technology that only stopped pain,
AcuScen Power Treatments with bio-feedback beats pain and restores function.
Now you have the chance to give yourself an opportunity to enjoy life again,
take control of your life with AcuScen power treatments that work to beat pain and
restore function to bring you lasting relief.

AcuScen is a safe non-invasive drug free
treatment for lasting pain relief

Q + Health
63a Curzon Rd
Bournemouth
Dorset. BH1 4PW
Tel: 01202 640264
Mob: 07973 420579

AcuScen is a CE marked device that
meets the requirements of the Medical
Devices Directive 93/42/EEC.
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Certificate of conformity number
CE 547521
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